HAIR & BEAUTY

BRIDAL BEAUTY
Having worked in the make-up industry since her move to Belfast
from Scotland over 9 years ago, Samantha Weightman is widely
regarded as one of Ireland’s top make-up artists. An award
winning and in demand freelance make-up artist, Samantha
regularly works for the BBC, UTV and Northern Ireland’s top
model agency Style Academy. With vast experience, Samantha
specialises in bridal make-up offering bespoke packages to suit
every bride as well as a host of other make-up services.

So he’s popped the question (or maybe you
have...its the 21st century after all!) You’ve
chosen the person you want to spend the rest
of your life with...now comes an even more
important decision - your make-up! Ok, it is
maybe not more important than the groom
but it’s up there with the big choices. You want
to look your most beautiful but also look like
yourself. Here are a few ideas to inspire you...

bronze shades on your eyes, cheeks and lips.
This look works especially well with a bit of a tan.
Blue eyes look sensational with bronze tones
too.

If it’s a smokey eye you’re after, they don’t
always have to consist of charcoal or grey
shades. Use a soft green shadow to create the
same effect while also adding some colour.
Compliment the look with a peach blush over
your cheeks and a soft blushing nude tone over
your lips.
It may be your wedding day but lots of brides

If you’re confident with make-up and normally
wear a smokey eye and bold red lip then don’t
be scared to wear that look on your wedding
day. One of my favourites, it’s the ultimate glam.
However if it’s not a normal look you wear,
don’t let your wedding day be the day you start
experimenting.

If bronze isn’t your thing then maybe a soft
smokey look with dusty rose and plum tones
on your lids, cheeks and lips for a girly yet
sophisticated effect.

prefer a natural, dewy skin and almost no
make-up look. It’s your wedding so you call the
shots and you don’t have to go all out when it
comes to your makeup if you don’t want to. If
you prefer a no make-up look, pair a neutral
taupe eye shadow with a taupe lipstick and a
touch of blush.

Keeping it simple with subtly lined lids, softly
blushed cheeks and a strong lip colour is classic,
elegant and also breathtakingly beautiful.

We all love a healthy glow and a little highlight
never hurt anyone. It picks up the light
beautifully and gives you glowing skin and
cheekbones to die for. Pair this with soft pinks
and corals on the eyes, peach blush and soft
coral lips for a stunning look.
When you come for your trial I’ll help you to
make the right choices to suit your skin tone,
face shape, eye shape etc and also create a
look that compliments your dress, hair, jewellery
and overall look. For more information about
how to book please contact me ASAP. Dates book
up fast ladies!

For a subtle but show-stopping look go for

Samantha xx
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